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FRENCH 1900S TRAMP ART HAND CARVED WOOD MIRROR WITH
PROTRUDING PYRAMIDAL MOTIFS

$1,750
A French Tramp Art hand-carved wooden mirror from the Turn of the Century circa 1900, with pyramidal protruding corners
and dark brown patina. Embrace the enduring beauty of folk art with this captivating French Tramp Art hand-carved wooden

mirror from the Turn of the Century circa 1900. Its rich, dark brown patina exudes an aura of warmth and authenticity that will
add a touch of character to any home. The mirror's pyramidal protruding corners, a distinctive feature of Tramp Art, create a

visually striking pattern that adds depth and dimension to the piece. The intricate hand-carved details showcase the artistry and
craftsmanship of the era, making this mirror a true testament to folk art. While the mirror plate bears signs of aging, it only

enhances the piece's rustic charm and speaks to its rich history. With its timeless appeal and blend of rustic charm and intricate
detail, this French Tramp Art hand-carved wooden mirror is more than just a functional object; it's a piece of art that will be

cherished for generations to come. Imagine it hanging in your bedroom above a dresser or nightstand, adding a touch of
personality and warmth to the space. Envision it adorning the wall in your entryway, welcoming guests with its unique

presence. Or, picture it gracing a hallway wall, reflecting not only your image but also the rich history and artistry it embodies.
Whether you use it for its practical purpose or simply admire its intricate details, this mirror is sure to become a treasured piece

in your home. It's a reminder of the enduring beauty and artistry of folk art, a style that continues to captivate the hearts of
collectors and admirers alike.

Height: 17 in (43.18 cm)

Width: 13.5 in (34.29 cm)

Depth: 0.75 in (1.91 cm)

SKU: A 4655
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